Increasing digitisation is causing organisations to rapidly develop and change. New forms of management, media-supported forms of communication, a democratisation of decision-making processes, an increased sharing of responsibilities, virtual teamwork, and internationalisation. New forms and designs of coaching are responding to this.

**International Top Keynote Speakers** Carsten C. Schermuly and Matthias Schmidt (D), Douglas Riddle (USA, live transmission), Jonathan Passmore (UK), Barbara Josef and Joël Luc Cachelin (CH), David Clutterbuck (UK), Deborah Helsing (USA)

**Additional formats** Research Colloquia | Theme-Labs | Podium | Networking-Event and Coaching-Marketplace

**Target audience** People, whose understanding of coaching is guided by principles of high quality and ambition.

**Registration** jasmina.lapcic@fhnw.ch | +41 62 957 28 63

www.coaching-meets-research.ch
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